Play Golf

Añoreta Golf

Añoreta Golf is the first 18-hole golf course to be built to the east of Malaga. The Añoreta Course was designed
by the famed Ryder Cup Champion José María Cañizares. The par 72 has a longitude of 6,016 metres for
professionals and 5,833 for amateurs. Añoreta first opened in 1990. Añoreta Golf proves itself to be an excellent
challenge for golfers of all levels with its varied and pleasant undulating greens surrounded by trees and water
accentuating the natural beauty of the setting. Many of the holes are trully spectacular, in particular hole 7 with
its breathtaking seaviews. The course offers a seventeen-hole par 3 bordered by an immense lake enhancing the
emerald turf. The Añoreta Golf location takes advantage of the outstanding Mediterranean Climate that only
the Costa del Sol can offer every day of the year.
Anoreta Golf has a panoramic view of the Mediterranean Sea as it is just a kilometre from the coast and only a
few km from Santillan

Course Map

Añoreta is an excellent challenge for the novice as well as the advanced golfer with
its pleasant varied terrain surrounded by trees and water accentuating the natural
beauty of the setting. Among some of the spectacular holes is number 7 with sea
views and hole 17, a par 3 bordered on its three sides by water

Rates
Greenfee 18 holes
2 Greenfee + Buggy
2 Greenfee + Buggy Twilight (From 3 pm.)**
Buggy 18 holes
Rent to hire Wilson Staff

High season

Low season

63€
99€
56€
34€
22€

58€
84€
56€
34€
22€

A week golf unlimited (Buggy no incl.) 200 € (no extra fee)
10 greenfees 18 holes (Buggy no incl.) 400 €
20 greenfees 18 holes (Buggy no incl.) 780 €

** Winter time - from november to marz - twilight start 3 pm. Summer time - from april to october twilight start 4 pm.
High season: Febreary, marz, april, may, october and november.
Low season: January, jun, july, august, september and december.

Baviera Golf

Baviera Golf is one of the few top golf courses situated to the east of Málaga. It is found in the Vélez-Málaga
area, 20 minutes drivibg from santillan, At the foot of the mighty Sierra de la Almijara mountain range. It is an
excellent course to enjoy splendid views over the Mediterranean ocean and the nearby mountain ranges.
Baviera Golf has been designed by José María Cañizares, the prestigious professional golfer. Cañizares is one of
our most international and charismatic golfers in whose record are 5 tournaments of the European circuit and
2 world championships as well as several participations in the Ryder Cup.

Course Map
Baviera Golf is an 18-hole par 71 course that is 5,326 metres long. It
is a rather short course with only three par 5’s. Because of this, it is
a course that can be walked easily – no need for a buggy!
The greens are spacious and a lot of work has been done to make
sure the elevation changes are subtle making them quite tough to
read.
Various hazards are spread out throughout with a playful design in
mind. It does not matter if you are a high handicapper or a single
digit golfer, this course will be a positively pleasant experience.
What sets this club apart from all the
others is its top-quality service that
gives equal treatment to both
members and visitors.
Baviera Golf is established as one of
the best golf Pay & Play World . From
their different holes you can enjoy
unrivaled views of the Mediterranean
and the surrounding mountains.

Urb. Baviera Golf s/n- Casa Club, Caleta de Vélez (Vélez - Málaga), Málaga

952318250

Rules & Etiquette
The handicap certificate ( gentlemen 36/ ladies 30 max.) is necessary to access the course.
On days of high occupancy, players will depart in groups of four.
No buggies allowed on the paths or greens.
Each placer has to have his own club bag.
Only two people are allowed per buggy.
Players under age must be accompanied by an adult also playing.
It is not allowed to play with the balls of the practice tee.
We request our visitors to be at the pro shop 20 minutes before departure time.
Do not wear sleeveless or collarless T- shirts, swimming costumes or jeans.
The only shoes allowed are shoes with rubber studs.
There will not be refunds due to bad weather unless the course is officially closed.
Cancellations will be accepted with 4 weeks notice for groups of over 20 people,
days notice for groups of over 8 people and 3 days notice for the rest.

Prices
Greenfees

Individual

Married Couple

18 Holes
9 Holes
Twilight

67€
40 €
55 €

128 €
76 €
108 €

Ticket 7 Greenfees (Valid within 1 Month)
Ticket 7 Greenfees (Valid within 1 Month)

9 HOLES
18 HOLES

240 €
400 €

Others

9 HOLES

18 HOLES

Buggy
Trolley
Clubs rentals
Driving Range

24 €
2€
From 10 €
1 € / 33 BALLS

24 €
3€
From 17 €

Opening Times : Every day from 08:00 to 18:00
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